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days may be useful. If the flap necroses it
must be removed early as described, but in
favourable cases the flap will survive and
grafting will be avoided. Spontaneous heal-
ing will occur under a Viscopaste bandage
with the patient ambulant. I cannot under-
stand why Mr. David uses the medial aspect
of the thigh as a donor site. The postero-
lateral aspect is muwh safer to use, but in the
elderly the deltoid region is even better as
it allows early ambulation.-I am, etc.,

B. S. CRAWFORD
Plastic and Jaw Department,
Royal Hospital Annexe,
Sheffield, Yorks

Abnormal Cells and Hodgkin's Disease

SIR,-Dr. M. R. Halie and colleamues (10
June, pp. 609 and 611) re-emphasize the
importance of abnormal cells found in the
circulation as evidence of haematogenous
dissemination in H{odgkin's disease and in-
volvement of the spleen.

Vascular invasion of lymph nodes,
capillaries, and small arteries in the lungs
have been described and illustrated earlier.1
The lumina contained Reed-Steinberg cells
and "bizarre polymorphous cells" (that is,
large histiocytic cells). The spleen was not
enliared, and patholovical elements were
found in a spleen weighing as little as 100 g.
In my ovinion the involvement of this organ
is more likely to be a sign of haematogenous
dissemination than the cause of it.

In view of the therapeutic implications,
Dr. Halie and colleagues' findings of
"moderately basophilic cells" in the periph-
eral white cell concentrates in 14 out of 25
patients require urgent confirmation. While
the morphology of Reed-Stemnberg cells as
they appear in bone marrow aspiration
material,23 and much less frequently in the
peripheral blood.' is well known, the soeci-
ficity of the "moderately basophilic blast-
like cells" remains to be established.
Morphologically these latter cells sound not
unlike the "large histiocytic cells" described
by me' or some of the "atypical" or "neo-
plastic" cells of Bouroncle.-I am, etc.,

S. VARADI
Staines, Middx
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Chemotherapy and Leukaemia

SIR,-Dr. J. Stuart (15 April, p. 152) draws
our attention to the fact that the generation
of leukaemic blast cells in acute leukaemia
is not a rapid proliferating process. He dis-
cusses the profound implications in respect
to the effectiveness of antimitotic chemo-
therapy in the treatment of acute leukaemia
which arise therefrom. I believe he puits his
finger on a point of considerable significance
in discussing chemotherapy when he states
that it is surprising that these agents are
able to show their marginal selectivity for
leukaemia cells since the more frequently
dividing haemopoietic cells might be expec-
ted to provide the major target organ.
There is an accumulating body of evidence

which may suggest that the blast cell in
acute leukaemia is a secondary phenomenon,

and indeed may be an integral part of a
specific immune response.
Both in natural and experimental situ-

ations Ieukaemic cells have been known to
pass from the involved subject to another
recipient. Secondary disease, however, has
not been recorded, though leukaemia in
an infant born of a mother with leukaemia
is noted nine months after delivery.' This
is the only incident of this type recorded in
the total world literature and may even be
related to other factors.
On the other hand leukaemic transform-

ation of engrafted marrow cells in vivo in
a leukaemic patient has been documented.2
There is evidence that the frequency of ab-
normal karyotypes in leukaemic cells in
adults with acute leukaemia increases with
increasing leukocytosis, and that chromo-
somal aberrations occur with increasing
frequency as patients approach death.3 This
suggests that the genetic changes in
leukaemic cells may themselves be secondary
to continuing disease.
The demonstration of specific antigens

on the surface of the blast cell,4 the mito-
genic effect of leukaemic blast cells on auto-
logous lymphocytes in vitro,5 and the in-
direct immunofluorescence of sera from two
children with acute leukaemia demonstrating
positive membrane fluorescence with their
own blasts6 lend some credence to the
suggestion that if "non-self" antigen is
present on the blast cell that the blast may
itself be part of the tot31 immune resronse.

Perhaps the chemotherapeutic agents used
in leukaemia should be considered as
immunosuppressants rather than as simple
antimitotics-that is. their effectiveness re-
sults from the suppression of an immune
reaction in which blast cells play an integral
part. The wisdom of the philosophy of
"total kill" of blast cells, however, may be
open to some question if those factors res-
ponsible for blast formation remain operative.
-I am, etc.,

JAMES E. PARKER
North Vancouver, B.C.,
Canada
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Teaching Nutrition

SIR,-Your leading article "Teaching
Nutrition" (29 January, p. 262) is thought-
provoking. You have rightly emphasized
that a department of nutrition should be
established in each medical school. This you
speak of the United Kingdom. What about
its need for a developing country like
India?
There are over 100 medical colleges in

the country and in none, so far as I know, is
there even a section of nutrition, leave aside
a department. There is one Nutritional Re-
search Laboratory at Hyderabad, where good
work is being done under the guidance of
some able scientists, but its messaze has
not reached medical schools. "A basic doc-
tor" coming out of our medical colleges is

completely ignorant of the nutritional needs
of his patients and the community he is
supposed to serve. This is so because there
is hardly any- emphasis on the teaching of
nutrition and whatever is attempted is
stereotyped.
Out of a population of about 560 million,

it is estimated that at least 220 million
subsist on submarginal nutrition. Even in
a government-run charity hospital (at least
90% are such hospitals), it is a common sight
to see 30 to 50% of patients having some
stigmata of malnutrition due to poverty,
food-fadism, religious bias, and pcor dietary
guidance by practitioners of indigenous or
modern medicine.

Because of financial s-ringency it may not
be possible to open a department of nutrition
all at once in every medical school, but to
begin with there should at least be a nucleus
in important medical colleges in the capitals
of large states. Other medical colleges can
train an associate or assistant professor of
medicine in clinical nutrition, and there
should be close co-ordination bltween the
departments of social and preventive medi-
cine or community medicine with the clinical
depart,ments including paediatrics.

In the therapeutics of a patient nutrition
plays as important a role as drugs. There
is a Chinese saying that medicine is given
only when nutrition has failed. The French
believe that it is better to pay the cook than
the doctor.

So far in our clinical teaching we have
copied verbatim books like Clinical Methods
by Hutchinson and Hunter. It is high time
we also incorporate the full dietary history
of a patient, giving full calories and quality
of the diet. Apart from this, we should also
include family planning advice. Let such
a system be practised in a medical school,
whether in a developed or in a developing
society.-I am, etc.,

HARI VAISHNAVA
Maulana Azad Medical College
and AssociateJ Hospitals,
New Delhi, India

Screening for Glaucoma

SIR,-There is much controversy over the
value of screening whole populations for
chronic simple glaucoma. The subject has
been reviewed by P. A. Graham.'Hepointed
out the enormous practical difficulties of
using tonometry on large populations in view
of the number of false positives and false
negatives, and the difficulties of pzrsuading
patients with no apparent loss of function to
put up with the side effects of treatment.
He also calculated that for every year a
patient spends with any measurable degree
of visual field loss, 17 years are spent with
an abnormal ocular tension. In general,
other studies in Britain2 have confirmed the
unsatisfactory nature of tonometry as a
screening test. In the U.S.A., however, 10
out of 12 major screening clinics practise
routine tonometry and the test is generally,
though perhaps uncritically, accepted.
As the first functional disability in chronic

simple glaucoma is loss of visual field, it
seems logical to detect this by screening
procedures. In the early stages, this can
often be detected before the patient has
noticed anything wrong. Progression nor-
mally is slow, so that little is lost by treating
at this stage rather than earlier. However,
other studies3 have suggested that visual
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